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Vidya   Bharati   Poornakalik
Karyakarta's   Varga 

“The aim of education is to move forward while
preparing to face the upcoming challenges. We have to
make the education system more practical that brings

a change in the society.”: D. Ramakrishna Rao



Vidya Bharati Conducted a five days Varga for its Poornakalik
Karyakartas

“The aim of education is to move forward while
preparing to face the upcoming challenges. We have to
make the education system more practical that brings a
change in the society.”These words were said by D.
Ramakrishna Rao Akhil Bhartiya President Poornakalik
Karyakarta Varga was held at Saraswati Bal Mandir
Hari Nagar, New Delhi from 21 to 25 July. In the
introductory speech, Shri Brahmaji Rao Akhil Bharatiya
Mantri said that after studies, one should be educated in
such a way so as to become a master, not a servant. It
needs a strong mindset and skills to become a master.
Dr. Krishnagopal Sah-Sarkaryavah talked about the
preparation needed from the point of view of
educational work and implementation of the National
Education Policy, throwing light on what needs to be
done for this. He said that we have to increase the
knowledge of the fundamental philosophy of Education.
Our ability & potential should be utilized properly for this
work, such thoughts and efforts should continue.
The purpose of organizing this Varga was to train the
present group to meet the needs of the future education
world and prepare for the implementation of the
National Education   Policy.   

The participants were guided in an interactive style by
experts from Vidya NCERT, CBSE, and many other
universities in 22 sessions. The effective presentation
was made by Shri Avneesh Bhatnagar, Akhil Bharatiya
General Secretary on the Bharatiya pattern of life and
School activities required to fulfill our goal. What is
integrated classroom teaching as per the National
Education Policy 2020, its special training was given by
Shri A. Lakshmana Rao.
The participants learned and practiced under the
guidance of the orators who encourage the
participation in the subjects like Capacity Development,
Communication Skills, Assessment, Digital Literacy,
Project Creation, Professional Development of
Teachers, Skill Development, Holistic Coordination, etc.
Educational literature was made available to the
participants in the night self-study session, which would
reinforce the idea of   education. In the morning sessions,
Five Adhharbhut Vishaya of Vidya Bharati (Physical,
Yoga, Music, Sanskrit, Moral, and Spiritual Education)
were presented.
This varga of 143 Poornakalik Karyakartas was
participated (below 52 years, looking after academic
work and vibhag/ prant level) from all over the country.
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Vidya Bharati Foundation of America 
Seven Years Ago, Vidya Bharati initiated its working under the banner “Vidya Bharati Foundation of America”. Every
year two Karyakartas travel to the US for educational exchange. In this sequence, on 16-28 June this year, Shri
Rajendra Prasad Khaitan, Akhil Bharatiya Vice President, and Shri Shivkumar Akhil Bharatiya Secretary went on a trip
to America. This year, academic discussions were held with 274 individuals in meetings held at five locations (New York,
Detroit, Dayton, Philadelphia, and Boston). Among the topics of discussion, the development journey of Vidya Bharati,
achievements, methodology, comprehensiveness, and comparative study of the education system in Bharat and
America were prominent.
All these meet were planned by the Karyakartas of the Vidya Bharati Foundation of America. Dr. Surendra Garg, Dr.
Yashpal Arya, Shri Satish Jha, Shri Raj Swain, and Shri Nand Lodi were prominent names among the planners. During
their stay, four major universities were Harvard Business School, Boston, Harvard University, and MIT. The observation
of Boston and Wellesley University was also done.

Inauguration of Training center and a live studio equipped with Modern
Technology

Mahakoshal: Jabalpur: Akhil Bharatiya General Secretary of Vidya Bharati Akhil Bharatiya Shiksha Sansthan, Shri
Avneesh Bhatnagar inaugurated the Telecast Studio and Digital Training Center in the Prant office of Vidya Bharati on
01 July 2022. Shri Bhatnagar said that through studios and digital training centers, live telecasts of technical courses
would be done under the National Education Policy throughout the country and abroad. About 300 people were present
on this occasion, including Regional Co-organizing Secretary, Vidya Bharati-Madhya Kshetra Dr. Anand Rao,
Saraswati Shiksha Parishad Treasurer Shri Vishnukant Thakur, Keshav Shiksha Samiti's state chairman Shri V M
Sharma.
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Glimpses of Guru Purnima Clebrations in Vidya Bharati's Schools 
गु� गो�व�द दोऊ खड़े काके लाँगू  पाँय । 
ब�लहारी गु� आपने गो�व�द �दयो बताय  ।।

गु� ��ा गु� �व�णु: गु� देवो महे�र:।
गु� सा�ात परम ��ा त�मै �ी गु�वे नमः ।।
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Akhil Bharatiya Executive Committee Meeting, Delhi

Prant’s District Secretary Meeting Held
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The new executive committee of Vidya Bharati was formed at the Akhil Bharatiya Body Assembly meeting, Ranchi. The
first meeting of the Akhil Bharatiya Executive Committee was held on 30-31 July at Saraswati Bal Mandir, Nehru Nagar,
Delhi. Out of a total of 29 members, 25 members participated in this meeting. Dr. Krishna Gopal, Sah Sarkaryavah of
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh was also present at the meeting. Everyone got a detailed introduction. Discussion on
the upcoming programs and their respective roles in the work of Vidya Bharati was the special agenda of the meeting.

Bhopal: Addressing the prant meeting organized by the Gram Bharati Education Committee, Madhya Bharat Prant,
Bhopal, guided by Vidya Bharati Madhya Bharat Prant, the Organizing Secretary of the Central Region (Madhya
Bharat, Malwa, Mahakaushal and Chhattisgarh) Shri Bhalchandra Rawale said that to create a cultured generation, we
need to work on Vidya Bharati's goal. Our schools should be helpful in the development of society. There should be an
increase in the number of feeding villages of Saraswati Shishu Mandir so that our schools continue to grow and expand.
A strong foundation is laid before the construction of a building. A foundation is needed to build a school too. In rural
education, there is a steering committee at the district level. But, due to the presence of more schools, sometimes
there is a laxity in the operating system. So, to give momentum to the school, the management committee has to be
strengthened, and they need to be more responsible, comprehensive, active, and efficient. A board conference of such
committees  is going to be held, from 29th December to 31st December 2022 Saraswati Vidyapeeth, Shivpuri.
Regional, prant officials, district committee officials, and co-members were present on this occasion. The meeting
was organized at the prant office Saraswati Vidya Pratishthan, Harshvardhan Nagar, Bhopal.
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Talent Award Ceremony
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Rajasthan: Under the aegis of Vidya Bharati Rajasthan,
38 Students set records in class X and XII examinations
of the Rajasthan Board of Secondary Education. They
were honored in the Pratibha Samman ceremony held at
Birla Auditorium, Jaipur.
The program commenced with lamp lightening and
Saraswati Vandana. Rajasthan's Organizing Secretary
Shri Shivprasad, while preluding the Pratibha Samman
ceremony, said that the perception of the society is that
the talents emerge from big English Medium Schools,
but this is an illusion. Honored here, Among the talents,
there are 38 students with 96.70 percent and 98.67
percent.
In his address, Col Rajyavardhan Singh while
congratulating the students said that India is emerging
again as a great nation under the leadership of the
Prime Minister. In the last 8 years, there has been a big
change in the education sector of the country. New
opportunities are opening regularly. Where there were
700 universities earlier in the country, 300 new
universities have been opened after 2014. The much-
awaited National Education Policy has now come into
force. This will allow the students to hone their talents.
Colonel Rathore said that the values   on which Vidya
Bharati has been working since its inception, those
values,   and its ideas have been included in the National
Education Policy. There is a wealth of knowledge all
around us. We should keep on earning knowledge. It is
very important to have a goal to move forward in life.
Results are seen only when knowledge is put into action.
You don't necessarily have to be successful. Don't give up
your goals due to failures. The contribution of Vidya
Bharati in the field of education is truly incomparable.
Encouraging the students, the special guest of the
program Dr. Nirmal Gehlot gave a motivational
message to the students to be cultured and always
serve the nation. On this occasion, Shri Yatindra Kumar,
Joint-organizing  Secretary  of  Vidya  Bharati  said  in his
remarks that the reconstruction of the nation is possible 

only through education. Vidya Bharati works with a
definite goal. While serving the motherland through these
talents, the name of the country and society becomes
successful. Talking about education and culture, he also
told about the performance of best board results of
other states like Odisha, Haryana, Assam, Uttarakhand,
Uttar Pradesh, and Madhya Pradesh. 
In the end, the blessings of Pujya Maharaj Shri Varaha
Peethadheeshwar Shri Shri 1008 were delivered. After
the speech of Prof Bharatram Kumhar, President of
Vidya Bharati Rajasthan, Joint Secretary, Prem Singh
Shekhawat expressed his gratitude to all and the
program concluded with Vande Mataram.
Karyakartas with Vidya Bharati, various dignitaries from
the social sector, and more than 1100 people
participated in the program.

38 Students were honored in the Pratibha Samman
ceremony held at Birla Auditorium, Jaipur.

Shri Adya Varaha Peethadheeshwar Shri Shri Shri 1008 Mahant Shri Rampravesh Das Maharaj, of
Vrindavan Dham, Padma Shri Col Rajyavardhan Singh Rathod, Member of Parliament, Special Guest,
Founder and CEO of Utkarsh Classes. Dr. Nirmal Gehlot and Co-organizing Secretary of Vidya Bharati - Shri
Yatindra Kumar Sharma - Akhil  Bharatiya Joint Organizing Secretary as the key speaker were present.
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Meeting at Shree Saraswati Vidyapeetham, Hyderabad Committee
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Hyderabad: In the Annual  Meeting of Shree Saraswati Vidyapeeth (Vidya Bharati Telangana), Shri JM Kashipathi Akhil
Bhartiya Executive Member and Vidya Bharati South Central Region Organizing Secretary Shri Lingam Sudhakar Reddy
guided a large number of people, including the school principals, and all the executive members who participated in the
meeting. The annual program of the Prant was planned in this 2-days meeting. School principals scoring 100% results in
Class X in the state Board were honored.

Police Mitra Workshop 
Rewa: Under the Police Mitra Workshop at Saraswati
Higher Secondary School, Rewa, children were made
aware of the various evils prevailing in society to help
children as police friends. In any situation of crisis, they
made inform the SP Office Rewa and cooperate as a
police friend. According to the instructions of
Superintendent of Police Rewa, under the Student Police 
 Mitra Scheme, traffic awareness among the students,
drug eradication, respect for seniors in the society,
women empowerment, road accidents, and  Police Bal
Mitra-related information were given to the children by
S.I. Pramod Pandey. Talking about cyber-crime, students
were made aware of the evils prevailing in society, as well
as the ways to avoid them.

Preparation for Pre-Agriculture Test by  Scientist (Agriculture) 
Dr. Kamlesh Ahirwar guided the students to prepare for
Pre-Agriculture Test. It was held on 16 July 2022 in
Saraswati Higher Secondary School, Nowgaon. About 50
boys and girls studying in class XI and XII Aagriculture were
present. They were guided so that they could easily get
admission in B.sc. Agriculture. They were also informed
about the possibilities of government and private jobs in the
field of Agriculture. Students were told in detail and given
motivation. A quiz from the students was conducted and
later all the questions related to Agricultural Science were
answered.
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Local for Vocal: Saraswati Vidya Mandir Sharda Vihar Residential
School
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Vehicles run on 45 kg of CNG prepared from cow dung |  the cost of cooking gas is also half | The Institute
campus is completely made from eco-friendly raw material | Along with compost, cow-wood is also prepared

Bhopal: Although you might have seen a lot of sports and
other programs being organized on any school
premises, in addition to academic activities, Saraswati
Vidya Mandir Sharda Vihar Residential School operating
on the principles of Gurukul located at Kerwa Dam of
the capital, has tried to promote Local for Vocal. A
great example has been set in this direction. Apart from
the educational activities here, Cowshed operation and
Compressed Natural Gas i.e., CNG are being prepared
from the dung coming out of this Gaushala, which is
being used as fuel in the vehicles of the institute. Here,
food is also prepared for the students living in the hostel
of the school with the gas prepared from the dung Bio-
Gas. Apart from this, cow-wood is also prepared along
with manure from the waste material released from the
gas plant located at the school premises. This institute
campus is completely eco-friendly and this gaushala is
proving useful for the school. It is also managing.
Service to destitute and disabled cows
Under the Sharda Vihar Jan Kalyan Samiti, two
gaushalas are run by a team of about 12 people. Spread
over five acres, the campus has two and a half acres of
CNG Plant, Bio-Gas Plant, and Gaushala. Cow rearing
was started here in the year 2001. Kamdhenu Gaushala
is situated at a distance of about three km from the
institute: There are about 500 cows in the Nandini
Gaushala. Destitute and handicapped cows are kept
here. Often the cattle owners leave the cows that do not
give milk. In such a situation, the problem of food and
water arises. The Municipal Corporation also catches
these cows but then takes them to  Gaushala. Such cows
are given shelter in  this gaushala.  Along  with  food  etc.,

medical facilities are also provided to them.
State's first 100 Cubic Meter capacity Private Bio-
CNG gas plant
Initially, with a 45 cubic meter capacity, a  Bio-Gas Plant
started here. The technical team of IIT Delhi established
a new plant for CNG gas. This is the first private Bio-
CNG gas plant in the state with a 100 cubic meter
capacity, from which about 45 kg of bio-CNG is being
prepared daily.
Fertilizer and milk in demand
About four tonnes of cow dung is removed daily from
both the Gaushala. It is used in both plants. Cow wood is
made from cow dung from the hard bio-CNG plant.
Along with this, indigenous manure is made from cow
dung from the CNG plant and the Bio-Gas plant, the
market price of which is around 1000 to 1500 rupees
per trolley.
Arrangement of vegetables and fodder 
Vegetables and fodder for cows are grown on about
one and a half acres of land on the institute campus
itself. Apart from this, fodder for cows is grown on four
acres of Nandini Gaushala near Kaliasot Dam. The
vegetable produced here is also used for the school
hostel.
More than 50 Cow-based Ayurvedic medicines and
other products
Gau Vigyan Research Center is also present on the
campus itself. Where more than 50 types of medicines
and other products are prepared. The in charge here,
told that many types of items including cow urine
extract, sugar, incense sticks, soap, idols, and pots are
prepared here.



An Eight-Days National Symposium Organized on The Successful
Implementation of NEP 2020 
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An eight-day National Symposium was organized by
Vidya Bharati Uccha Shiksha Sansthan, Rajasthan region
to commemorate the completion of two years of
successful implementation of National Education Policy
2020. The event was initiated from July 22 to July 29,
2022, where eminent scholars of the country delivered
their succinct statements on many aspects of the
National Education Policy and answered the queries
raised by the participants.
On 22 July 2022, the inaugural session commenced with
"The Role of Teachers in the implementation of National
Education Policy" Dr. Rajneesh Shukla, Vice-Chancellor
of Mahatma Gandhi International Hindi University,
Wardha, and Prof. Rakesh Bhatnagar, Vice-Chancellor,
Amity University Rajasthan, and former Vice-
Chancellor, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi
delivered their speeches and deliberated in detail about
the role of a teacher. The Inaugural Session was
presided over by Dr. Manju Shree Sardeshpande,
National Vice President, Vidya Bharati Uccha Shiksha
Sansthan shared her views on the topic “National
Education Policy: Two Years Journey”. On the topics like   
“National Education Policy and Media”, “National
Education Policy and Relevance of Sanskrit”, “Value
Based Education Model: Need and Its significance in
Implementation of National Education Policy-2020”,
“Indian Knowledge Tradition and National Education
Policy 2020”, “Implementation Of New Education Policy
2020: Challenges And Prospects, "Innovative Teaching
Pedagogy and designing the curriculum", "Role of the
leadership of Educational institutions in the
implementation of National  Education  Policy 2020". The 

speakers were - Prof. Vishnukant Chatapally, Vice
Chancellor, Karnataka State Rural Development and
Panchayati Raj University, Gadag (Bengaluru), Dr. Ashish
Puranik, Secretary, Vidya Bharati Uccha Shiksha
Sansthan, and Prof. Sanjay Sharma, Convener, Vidya
Bharati Uccha Shiksha Sansthan, Rajasthan spoke and
highlighted on the importance of the will power to lead
the institutions. Successful coordination of the program
was done by Prof. Sanjay Sharma, Convenor is working
as Dean, Research in JECRC University, Jaipur, and
technical support was provided by Prince Tiwari and LK
Ji, an alumnus of Vidya Bharati. The program was also
broadcasted live on the Facebook pages of MyNEP and
VBUSS. A large number of scholars across the country
participated in it.

Vidya Bharati  Akhil  Bharatiya  Meeting  held  in  Govind  Nagar
Madhya Pradesh | Akhil Bhartiya organizational
meeting of Vidya Bharati was held from 28 to 30 June
2022 in Govind Nagar, district Narmadapuram. 
 Kshetra Secretary, Organizing Secretary, and
Kendriya Toli Karyakartas attended this meeting. The
meeting was specially attended by Dr. Krishna Gopal
Ji, Saha Sarkaryavah of Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh. He stressed the fact that at all places, some
capable and time-devoting Karyakartas are needed to
accelerate the working of Vidya Bharati.
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In this meeting, there was a special discussion on the
organizational work of Vidya Bharati across the country.
Review of the programs completed after the Sadharan Sabha,
follow-up of the decisions taken in the Sadharan Sabha Ranchi,
expansion-development plan till 2025, the status of the border
and coastal area work, implementation of National Education
Policy, the direction of action plan in the coming time, etc. were
the main themes of this meeting Padmashree Chamukrishna
Shastri, President Bharatiya Bhasha Samiti gave his views on
the topic “Teaching languages through language”.
At the Akhil Bharatiya level, the information about the subject
incharge and the Sanyojak was given by Akhil Bharatiya
President D. Ramakrishna Rao.

Shri Suraj Prasad Daga Saraswati Vidya Mandir Inter College, Amanpur Marg, Kasganj Class XI students Gaurav
Verma, Kaushal Kishore, and Harshit Solanki have designed an auto spray machine to protect crops from pests.
This auto spray machine was demonstrated in the event of ATL Tinker Festive 2022 at JP International Public School,
Greater Noida on 22.07.2022 in which the auto spray machine designed by the students of the school got the first
position. Science Technology and ATL chief Shri Karan Singh and Shri Suryaveer Singh told that this machine will be
improved to make it multi-purpose.

Change of HQs of Akhil Bharatiya Office Bearers

1. Shri Gobind Chandra Mahant - Bhubaneshwar to Delhi
2. Shri Kashipathi - Delhi to Karnavati (Gujarat) 
3. Shri Shriram Aravkar - Delhi to Raipur (Chhattisgarh)
4. Shri Brahmaji Rao - from Guwahati (Assam) to Ranchi
(Jharkhand)
5. Shri Avneesh Bhatnagar - from Kurukshetra to Delhi
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Vidya Bharati Achievements :  ATL Champions 
Auto Spray Machine Design earns First Place
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Ashish Yadav won gold medal for India in "Open
Boxing Championship" held in Nepal

Ashish Yadav, Saraswati Shishu/Vidya Mandir alumnus of H.S.
School Saraswatipuram, Ashoknagar has won a gold medal for
India in the Open Boxing Championship held in Nepal.

Jai Sati, a student of Vidya Bharati R A Geeta Vidyalaya, Shankar Nagar, Delhi has
been selected for boxing under the Khelo India program. All the expenses on his
training etc. will be borne by Khelo India.

Selection for boxing game under Khelo India program

Simrit Raju won Gold Medal in Marshal Art at Thailand
Olympic 2022

Simrit Raju D/O Kaka Singh Raju won Gold Medal in Marshal Art at Thailand
Olympic 2022. As she is an ex-student of Bharatiya Shiksha Samiti, BVM high
school Ramban, it is a pride moment for Vidya Bharati school and District
Ramban.

Jai Sati

Simrit Raju

Vidya Bharati Achievements: Khel-Kood

Name : Krishna Gupta
Name of the School: Shree S D Saraswati Bal Mandir School, Punjabi Bagh
Achievement: Krishna Gupta became All India Topper in JEE Main 2022 by
securing 99.8 percent

 Krishna Gupta

Vidya Bharati Achievements : Academic 
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Vidya Bharati Achievements :  Exam Result – CBSE
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Vidya Bharati in Media 
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